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Fly on the Wall Interview: Wine 2.0
You may have heard of Wine 2.0, or Winetwo.com, a social networking site for the wine industry that also features a number of
events throughout the year. The website was developed in 2006 by Cornelius Geary and Jeff Playter and now features thousands
of consumer, winery, retailer and many other types of profiles. Think of it as the Facebook of the wine world. We had a chance to
talk with Cornelius last week, and here’s what he had to say as you, dear reader, are a fly on the wall.
Wine & Spirits Daily: Give me some background on yourself. How did you get involved in the wine industry?
Cornelius: Sure. I’ve been in the wine business for almost five years. Previous to that I primarily worked in technology, such as
marketing companies on the eBay platform in the US and Australia. When I was in Australia I got interested in wine. When I came
back from Australia, my partner and I started Radcru.com, which is a winery direct marketplace where we work with individual
wineries, and market them on a singular basis a couple time a week. At that time, we saw a lot of other little companies that were
wanting to get into the wine business, so my partner Jeff [Playter] and I started Wine 2.0 about two and a half years ago as a
platform for those companies to promote themselves and bring in great, forward thinking wineries as a marketing opportunity
for all of us to build a base and to market amongst ourselves, and also to the consumer.
WSD: So what does a small winery have to do to promote itself and get its name out there?
Cornelius Geary: I think the number one thing is to use all of the available methodologies that are out there. Wine 2.0 offers an
audience very easily and affordably that connects you and your brand personally with interested consumers. The website makes
the first connection with consumers and then ties them in with real live events.
WSD: Who does Wine 2.0 generally appeal to? Are there people on the site that are not in the wine industry?
Cornelius: It’s a good mix of the wine trade, such as retail and wine lovers, and consumers. It really is kind of a diverse marketplace
of everyone in the business. Our events are highly focused on the consumer, so that’s where we pick up the consumer side.
Overall, I think it’s a good mixture of everyone.
WSD: Okay, well that leads us to my next question. How do you guys get consumers to go to the website and get involved
in the events?
Cornelius: There are a lot of different organizations on the consumer side that are focused on wine tasting. So we’ve partnered
with numerous companies and groups that have large audiences, and, for example, our New York event and a couple others in
September had about ten different groups come out that were heavily consumer focused.
WSD: Are the consumers on your site typically novices, or are they experienced wine drinkers?
Cornelius: Again, it’s everything in between. We have a lot of high level collectable type of wine lovers, and then we have people
that are just kind of getting into the business or to the space, and want to learn about wine.
WSD: Are small wineries most drawn to your website or do you have medium and large wineries as well?
Cornelius: We have everything. We work very closely with some of the big guys, like Fosters and Gallo, all the way down to the 50
case winemaker and everything in between.
WSD: Are most of your wineries California based?
Cornelius: Primarily California based, but we have some, aggressive, forward thinking companies that are in Oregon and
Washington, and in some of the other states that are making good wine. We’d love to have more of those types of wineries find
us.
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WSD: What kind of feedback are you getting from wineries on your site?
Cornelius: We are getting a lot of positive feedback. I think a lot of wineries were sitting there looking at the economy, going, ‘Hey,
we need to get out in front of the consumer, and network, and find every methodology available to us, and leverage it and use it to
our advantage.’ And we help them do that.
WSD: What are the challenges facing wineries that Wine 2.0 can address?
Cornelius: I think its visibility primarily. Our feeling is if you’re an up and coming winery, and you’re not out marketing, you’re going
to be surpassed by someone who’s a bit more aggressive. Basically, you risk losing the opportunity to get face time with the
consumer. It’s our belief that you have to get out in front and really be aggressive at this point. The smart wineries are going to be
aggressive and gain market share.
WSD: In your opinion, how does a winery build brand loyalty and keep consumers coming back?
Cornelius: I think that’s one of the hardest things for the industry because there are so many different brands, and wine really is
about getting out and tasting different types of wines. But I most people have one brand that is their fall back that they trust and
they know. And that might be a brand that’s a bit more commercial and has some type of recognition out in the marketplace
already. I think the goal now is to get those secondary brands to move up to that type of level where you see certain micro beers
that have great reputations.
WSD: Well that makes a lot of sense. I was looking at your website earlier, and you say that Wine 2.0 focuses on the next
generation wine consumer. What is the next generation wine consumer?
Cornelius: Well I think by default the consumers that are seeking out wines online are going to be a little bit quicker and a little bit
more forward thinking then some of the traditionalists that have been drinking wine for 20 or 30 years. Of course not all of them,
but I think that’s some of them. The young, hip demographic is really forward thinking and is really just starting to embrace wine in
their lives at a younger age. Reaching out to those types of consumers and getting them involved in tasting your brand is a
component of our opportunity.
WSD: What is the significance of Millennials? It seems like a lot of people in the industry are torn on that demographic.
Cornelius: How I like to explain them is they are a huge number of people, 70 million I think, which is roughly six million less than
the baby boomer generation. Half of them are not even of legal drinking age at this point, or more than half of them. Yet the ones
that are of legal drinking age have grown up drinking high end, luxury products like Starbucks coffee and preferred brands like
that. So they have an affinity for high quality. And I think they are one of the first younger demographic that really have embraced
wine. It may not be the number one beverage of their choice, but it’s much more significant to their demographic than anyone
previously. So, I think the opportunity going forward, as these people become of age and have higher earning power into their 30’s,
they’re going to be drinking wine in a much higher percent than in the past.
They also are the first generation that has essentially had internet and email since day one. It’s a natural part of how they operate.
I’m 38 years and I didn’t have email until I was in my early 20’s and they have it from the time they are in grade school and onward.
So I think they are going to be a very web-heavy demographic and if they choose wine as one of their preferred beverages it will be
a very good thing for the industry.
WSD: Speaking of your events, what kind of events are you guys giving this year?
Cornelius: We have four platforms, or four styles of events. We have Wine 2.0 Expo, which is our largest event opportunity. There are
two Expos, one in New York and one in San Francisco. That is an event that combines consumer tasting, the trade tasting and
educational opportunities for best practices in the wine side of things, such as marketing and working with your distributors. All of
those types of opportunities are meant to better improve your brand performance combined with the consumer tasting.
Then we have Wine 2.0 Experience, which is an event where we actually embed in another event. Our first one is in Miami in March
with Young Presidents Organization, which consists of 3,000 CEO’s from around the world. Wine 2.0 and our partners are providing
the wine for that opportunity.
We also have Wine 2.0, which is a business school and law school opportunity where we partner with HAAS, for instance. We do a
tasting for their business school students and their alumni, and also provide wineries a new demographic to market to. We have our
first one in February. And then we have Wine 2.0 Reserve, which is a bit more exclusive and invitation only. It could be at a winery or
it could be focused on select brands and targets very desirable demographic. Right now we have about 15 events on the books. We
have another ten events under consideration, so we’re shooting at between 20 and 25 events for the 2009 calendar.
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WSD: Wow, you guys are going to be busy this year.
Cornelius: We are. Plus we turned down opportunities to go international, into Europe, Australia, China and Canada. We’ve had a lot
of great opportunities present themselves but we’re very focused on the US market for 2009.
WSD: Anything else you want to go over?
Cornelius: In all, Wine 2.0 is offering the industry an opportunity to get in front of the consumer on the web level and then letting
them taste your products. We expect to be in front of 15-20,000 people for 2009, so combine that with a strong online presence
both for the immature and mature wineries themselves and through our different platforms.
WSD: Thanks Cornelius for your time.
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